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Medical Data Theft: HIPAA Can Complicate Your Medical Work 

 

Medical healthcare providers had enough security concerns to tackle before the proliferation of mobile 

devices and patients' increased demand for their data complicated things. HIPAA compliance and patient 

data security are the key concerns of providers who now must ensure they are meeting the requirements 

along with expanding their security coverage.  

At the end of the day, your ultimate goal is to get your employees to believe that patient health 

information is part of their responsibility, their civic duty. It needs to look beyond, adopting a personal 

stake in keeping patients records secure. 

Read on to know how health care providers are creating more secure environments without restricting 

access to data and services. 

Guard Your Secure Data- Patient Data Security 

From lost laptops to patient data hackers, providers have a number of threats from which they must shield 

their patient data. They must also strike a balance between accommodating the desires of physicians and 

patients who would like to have mobile access to the data. HIPAA compliance and data security goes hand 

in hand and must be considered when upgrading EHRs and other health systems. 

Device Security – BYOD  

Providers are adjusting their security policies to accommodate BYOD trend in healthcare. For many, this 

involves learning to protect devices and data without restricting employees' mobile capabilities. Medical 

billing outsourcing service providers are navigating the complex task of meeting HIPAA regulations while 

allowing the use of a growing number of mobile devices. 
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HIPAA Compliance 

Staying HIPAA compliant is a key marker for medical billing providers who are seeking to be the most 

sorted medical billing providers. Understanding the rules of HIPAA is the first step in compliance. Viewing 

and transmitting patient data aren't the only means by which HIPAA can be violated. Find out why 

providers need to beware of wireless network extenders and remote printing. 

While the anonymity of patient data may seem like a good firewall for protecting privacy, which seems 

not. Because of the way big data can now be massaged and processed, companies can, for example, use 

the very same information to identify patients who are likely to suffer from certain conditions and then 

market drugs to them.  

Apart from this well of anonymized data flowing from medical practices, there is also a flood of new 

information entering the data through non-medical sources wherein none of these are protected by HIPAA 

comes from social media, fitness devices, and health apps give advertisers additional information that can 

be openly traded and sold. Online retailers selling health care products, such as books on back pain, or arm 

braces, can sell user profiles listing these items. It is no accident that a person with, say, carpal tunnel 

syndrome may see more Internet ads for products that match their specific medical condition: marketers 

may either know, or infer, someone is a receptive audience for their pitch. 

Because of the same reasons risks, medical billing services, and policymakers need to strengthen medical 

data privacy rules. 
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